To: Subscribers:
- NOAA Weather Wire Service
- Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
- NOAAPort
Other NWS Partners and NWS Employees

From: Michelle Hawkins, Chief
Severe, Fire, Public and Winter Weather Services Branch

Subject: Updated: Termination of the SPC Watch Corner Points
Message effective on or about April 30, 2019

Updated to correct WMO header to be WOUS64 and to add
names/headers of all of the unaffected watch-related products.

The Storm Prediction Center (SPC) will terminate the Watch
Corner Points Message on or about April 30, 2019.
WMO header: WWUS60 KWNS, AWIPS ID: SEVSPC

This message provides affected users with only the outline
latitude/longitude coordinates of active convective watches,
serving as an approximation for the valid watch area. The
official information about a watch and the specific counties
and/or zones is detailed in the appropriate Watch Outline Update
Message (WOU) -- WMO header: WOUS64 KWNS, AWIPS ID: WOU[0-9]

Below is a list of the entire suite of watch-related products
issued by SPC that will not receive any changes, including the WOU:

Watch Outline Update Message... WOUS64 KWNS WOU[0-9]
Aviation Watch Notification.... WWUS30 KWNS SAW[0-9]
Public Watch Notification...... WWUS20 KWNS SEL[0-9]
Watch Hazard Probabilities..... WWUS40 KWNS WWP[0-9]

If you have questions, please contact:

Bill Bunting
SPC Operations Branch Chief
Norman, OK
william.bunting@noaa.gov

or

Greg Schoor
NWS Severe Weather Services Program Leader
Norman, OK
gregory.m.schoor@noaa.gov

National Service Change Notices are online at:
https://www.weather.gov/notification/
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